Year 2 Literacy Grid - Focus: Reading & Fluency
COULD, SHOULD & WOULD
‘Could, should and would’ are all red words.
They are really difficult to spell.
Make up your own mnemonic to help you to
remember how to spell each one.
A mnemonic is a tool that helps us
remember certain facts. It could be a song,
rhyme, image, phrase or acronym.
Here is a mnemonic that I learnt to spell the
number 8
Eddie Is Gobbling His
Tea
E I G H
T
Making Predictions

Step 1: Looking at just
the title and cover of the
book ‘Enemy Pie’ I
would like you to write a
paragraph about what
you think this story will
be about.
Step 2: Then go to link
below and listen to the
story.
Answer the following questions:
Were you able to predict what would happen in the
story?
What do you think Enemy Pie tasted like?
Do you think Jeremy Ross is an enemy?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_I9NgXKtC8

OI OR OY
The sounds /oi/ and /oy/ make exactly the
same sound and it can be tricky when
spelling. Can you remember the rules for
these sounds? Can you spell these words?

Reading Fluency
Read the words below as fast as
you can. Time yourself and see if
you can get faster. Try this 3
times or more.

lunch slumped bridge because
sunk

pile brake made pine

whim ship glide patch ditch
Very happy

while thump slung rented flute
Find out the meanings of any new words.

Reading Eggs
Spend up to 30 minutes on Reading Eggs.

Share what you read and the activity you
completed on Seesaw.

Picture Story Books
Online
Reading with Miss King
If you have access to the
internet, you can listen to the
story ‘Thelma the Unicorn’ using the YouTube link
below.
https://youtu.be/t-usCWoPkFw
Retell the story in your own words, record it on
Seesaw and send me the recording. Remember to
include what happened at the beginning middle
and end of the story.
At the end of the book, Thelma says ‘I’d rather just
be me!’
Why do you like being you?

